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Earnings Season: Corporate Australia finds it tough
Corporate Profit Reporting Season (final figures)
 Each ‘earnings season’ or ‘profit reporting season’ CommSec tracks all the earnings results of ASX 200
companies to obtain a comprehensive picture of the aggregate health of Corporate Australia.
 A total of 138 of the ASX200 index group reported half-year (interim) results while 31 companies with a
December 31 reporting date issued full-year results.
 Overall companies have found it tough. Companies are still reporting profits – 93 per cent of
companies that reported half year results did report a profit, near the high of 94 per cent recorded a
year ago. But only half of companies were able to lift profits. While aggregate statutory profits rose
by 15.3 per cent on a year ago, the total is influenced by heavyweights, Wesfarmers & BHP.
Excluding the heavyweights, profits fell by 5.5 per cent.
 Companies are still issuing dividends. But the 83 per cent of half-year reporting companies that
elected to pay a dividend was below the average of 86 per cent over the 18 reporting seasons
covered.
 The good news is that a number of companies elected to pay special dividends Aggregate
dividends of half-year reporting companies lifted by 11.7 per cent. But excluding Flight Centre,
Fortescue and Wesfarmers, dividends were only up by 2 per cent.

The Profit Reporting Season


Every six months CommSec tracks the earnings of Australia’s largest listed companies. Some analysts track
whether companies have met broker expectations. That tells you little about the financial performance of
companies. And unfortunately for many companies only a few brokers ‘cover’ all the stocks.



Other analysts just track the earnings of those companies they ‘cover’ – the companies that they have detailed
information on. CommSec includes all ASX 200 companies in its macro (big picture) assessment of the reporting
season.



Overall, Corporate Australia is not doing as well as a year ago. And that should hardly come as a surprise.
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Companies have had to deal with a raft of negative influences. These include the China-US trade war; Brexit
(Brambles, Reliance Worldwide); global financial market volatility (Challenger); political factors and uncertainty
(Healthscope, Challenger, CSL); falls in Australian home prices; and on-going soft wage growth and consumer
attitudes (Coles, Wesfarmers, Woolworths). Even some companies highlighted weather influences including wet
weather in Sydney (Coles, Suncorp, Steadfast, QBE and Transurban).


Certainly the tougher business environment has been reflected in surveys. Even the Reserve Bank Governor says
that the economic environment is “less positive” than a year ago. Not, a ‘negative’ environment mind you, but
“less positive”.



Companies are still making money. In fact 93 per cent of the companies reporting ‘interim’ results reported a
statutory profit (net profit after tax). That is near the record high in the equivalent earnings season in February
2018. But only 49 per cent of companies lifted profits compared with a year ago.



Aggregate statutory earnings lifted by 15.3 per cent on a year ago, but once Wesfarmers and BHP are excluded,
profits are down 5.8 per cent on the year. The percentage of companies that issued a dividend is at 6-year lows;
expenses outpaced sales; and cash levels for all ASX 200 companies – half or full-year reporting companies –
were up 5 per cent on a year ago.



Some of the themes of the season:
 Share prices of companies were volatile on the day of their earnings announcement. But the spread of
companies recording a lift in its share price almost completely matched those recording a share price fall.
That is, ‘ups’ matched ‘downs’.
 Costs or expenses continue to lift, as has been the case for the past year. Growth of cost of sales/expenses
now exceeds that of sales/revenues. Higher wage and energy costs were specifically noted. A similar theme
of ‘margin’ pressures was highlighted in the European reporting season.
 Despite falls in home prices, housing construction and development companies didn’t report a marked impact
on earnings results.

The statistics: Half-year reporting companies


CommSec has analysed the results from the ASX 200 companies that reported earnings for the year or half-year
to December. Traditionally brokers or analysts focus on smaller subsets of results. And some merely focus on just
whether companies have met or fallen short of “market expectations”.



In the ASX200 index group, 138 companies with a June 30 reporting date issued half-year results while 31
companies with a December 31 reporting date issued full-year results.



Some of the key results for half-year (HY) reporting companies:
 In aggregate, revenues rose by 4.8 per cent on a year ago to $308 billion; expenses rose by 5.6 per cent to
$261 billion; profits lifted by 15.3 per cent to $33.5 billion; dividends lifted by 11.7 per cent and cash rose by
5.0 per cent.
 The 11.7 per cent lift in dividends was heavily influenced by special dividends by Fortescue, Flight Centre and
Wesfarmers. Excluding these companies, aggregate dividend payments rose by 2.0 per cent.
 Excluding BHP and Wesfarmers, profits fell by 5.5 per cent. While ‘underlying’ results may show a different
picture, BHP reported a 61.2 per cent rise in statutory profit with Wesfarmers net profit rising from $212 million
to $4,538 million (profit from continuing operations was up 4.2 per cent).
 Profits of BHP, Wesfarmers and CBA accounted for 40 per cent of all interim profits.
The following points relate to those companies that reported half-year results (HY reporting companies).
 On revenues, 79 per cent reported increases and 21 per cent reported declines.
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On expenses, 80 per cent reported increases and 20 per cent reported declines.
On profits, 93 per cent reported a profit.
Only 49 per cent reported a lift in profit (long-term average 61.5 per cent).
Of those reporting a profit, 52 per cent lifted profits and 48 per cent reported a decline.
Of all HY reporting companies, 83 per cent issued a dividend and 17 per cent didn’t.
Of those reporting a dividend, 58 per cent lifted the dividend, 17 per cent cut and 24 per cent left dividends
unchanged.
 Of all companies reporting half-year earnings, 51 per cent lifted cash holdings over the year and 49 per cent
cut cash levels.
 Cash holdings of both full-year and half-year reporting companies stood at $120.9 billion as at December
31, (half-year companies, up 5.0 per cent on a year ago to $91.5 billion).








The trends


Surveys conducted over the past eight months have generally indicated tougher business conditions. The NAB
business conditions index hit record (21-year) highs in April 2018 but conditions have significantly softened in the
period since. This hasn’t been confined to Australia – business surveys across the globe have softened since the
second quarter of 2018.



Companies are still making money. The near 93 per cent of companies that reported a statutory profit for the six
months to December was just off the record high (18 profit seasons) recorded in February 2018.



But the fact that fewer companies were able to lift profits, accords with survey evidence. In fact only around half of
all companies managed to lift profits compared with a year ago. Certainly the ‘comp’ was harder – the comparison
with a year ago. That was a time when business surveys were recording the best operating conditions for over 20
years.



The even split between those lifting and cutting profits also lines up with the mixed results of company share price
performances on the day of reporting earnings. The first day change in share price is useful for picking up various
elements – whether results have met expectations; outlook statements; capital management initiatives; and
judgements by investors on whether recent share price performances have been justified in light of the new
information.



Revenues rose in aggregate by 4.8 per cent – in line with nominal growth of the economy (real growth near 3 per
cent and inflation of 2 per cent). But the cost of sales and expenses rose even more on a year ago – closer to 5.6
per cent. A number of companies reported increases in the cost of doing business. More people are being
employed and wage growth is higher than a year ago. The cost of materials and transport costs also lifted in the
second half of 2018, especially fuel prices (Qantas).



Companies are still keen to pay dividends. But the 83 per cent of companies electing to pay a dividend is below
the longer-term average (86 per cent). Some investors had believed that more companies would be paying or
lifting dividends ahead of mooted changes in franking policies advocated by the opposition Labor Party.



Aggregate dividends are up 11.7 per cent over the year, but they were up almost 14 per cent on a year in the
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2017/18 financial year. Some companies (especially in the resources sector) reported ‘special’ dividends, the
prevalence was no greater than in the previous reporting season.


Of companies paying a dividend, the 58 per cent that elected to lift dividends was the smallest proportion in
around six years. The trend was actually in favour of companies keeping dividends stable – the 24 per cent of
companies was the highest proportion in six years.



The tougher business environment meant it was harder to lift dividends and also to lift cash levels. In aggregate,
cash holdings rose by 5.0 per cent but there was a relatively even split of those lifting cash level to those trimming
cash levels.

What are the implications for interest rates and investors?


Last profit season we noted that “While corporate profits continue to rise, this disguises the challenges beneath
the surface.” And indeed some of the challenges rose above the surface over the past six months.



The impact of the challenges certainly hasn’t been uniform. It depends on what adjustments or strategies have
been employed by companies. For instance in retail, shopping centres and consumer-dependent companies there
have been examples of firms winning the battle (CityChic, Lovisa, Tassal and Vicinity Centres). But other
companies highlight challenges such as Woolworths, noting a shift by consumers to lower-priced options.



Resource companies have benefited from strong demand and higher prices in the past year and many elected to
pay higher dividends. But looking ahead there are greater challenges. Oil prices have eased from highs but are
starting to lift again. The outlook for coal remains challenging. But iron ore prices have lifted.



It is expected that companies will be focussed on cutting costs in the next six months. Notably mining companies
have highlight the cost cutting focus. And Monadelphous says its biggest challenge is the availability of workers in
the resource sector given the tighter job market.



The record level of homes being built continue to support housing-related companies. But forward-looking
indicators have softened (Qube cited weaker demand for building materials). Demand for new and existing homes
will ease over the coming year, although there will be marked differences across regions. Higher renovation
activity will serve to cushion the fall for builders and suppliers.



The lower Australian dollar has supported miners and other companies reporting results in US dollars. And
despite the tough environment there are still companies looking for acquisitions such as Wesfarmers, Ansell and
Perpetual.



If the China-US trade war is defused – and not replaced by a US-Europe trade war – then business sentiment and
conditions should lift across the globe, including in Australia. The main domestic issue is whether falling Sydney
and Melbourne home prices lead to lower spending and employment and thus a loss of economic momentum.
The Reserve Bank is well placed to cut rates should it become necessary. However it should be noted that labour
markets remain strong – especially in Sydney and Melbourne and the actual interest rate paid on home loans
continues to fall.



The Australian sharemarket suffered from global jitters just like other bourses in late 2018. But this year global
bourses have rebounded. Between late August and late December, the Australian sharemarket fell around 14 per
cent. From the lows the ASX 200 has lifted 13 per cent. US sharemarkets have similarly rebounded from the lows
reached just before Christmas.



Assuming satisfactory agreement between the US and China on trade, we expect the global sharemarket
recovery to continue over 2019. We expect the All Ordinaries to be in a range of 6,450-6,750 by the end of 2018,
with the range for the ASX 200 between 6,350-6,650 points.

Craig James, Chief Economist, CommSec; Twitter: @CommSec
Ryan Felsman, Senior Economist, CommSec; Twitter: @CommSec
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